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Mathematical scattering models are derived and compared with data from zooplankton from several
gross anatomical groups—fluidlike, elastic shelled, and gas bearing. The models are based upon the
acoustically inferred boundary conditions determined from laboratory backscattering data presented
in part I of this series@Stantonet al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.103, 225–235~1998!#. The models use
a combination of ray theory, modal-series solution, and distorted wave Born approximation
~DWBA!. The formulations, which are inherently approximate, are designed to include only the
dominant scattering mechanisms as determined from the experiments. The models for the fluidlike
animals~euphausiids in this case! ranged from the simplest case involving two rays, which could
qualitatively describe the structure of target strength versus frequency for single pings, to the most
complex case involving a rough inhomogeneous asymmetrically tapered bent cylinder using the
DWBA-based formulation which could predict echo levels over all angles of incidence~including
the difficult region of end-on incidence!. The model for the elastic shelled body~gastropods in this
case! involved development of an analytical model which takes into account irregularities and
discontinuities of the shell. The model for gas-bearing animals~siphonophores! is a hybrid model
which is composed of the summation of the exact solution to the gas sphere and the approximate
DWBA-based formulation for arbitrarily shaped fluidlike bodies. There is also a simplified
ray-based model for the siphonophore. The models are applied to data involving single pings,
ping-to-ping variability, and echoes averaged over many pings. There is reasonable qualitative
agreement between the predictions and single ping data, and reasonable quantitative agreement
between the predictions and variability and averages of echo data. ©1998 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~97!01110-7#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Ft, 43.30.Sf, 43.20.Fn@JHM#
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

a radius of sphere or cylinder
ā average radius
aB ,TB ,CB numerically determined coefficients in ray

based bent fluid cylinder model
aL real part ofnL

bj scattering amplitude of local facet that
broadside to incident beam

bm
( f ) modal series coefficient for homogeneous flu

sphere
b L/a
b tilt tilt angle of infinitesimally thin disk or cross

section of body at an arbitrary pointrpos. This
is the angle between the direction of the inc
dent wavek̂i and the plane containing the dis
Specifically, b tilt590°2cos21(k̂i•r̂tan) where
r̂ tan is the tangent to the body axis at pointrpos

~b tilt50 corresponds to broadside incidence
the disk axis at the arbitrary point on the bod
axis!. b tilt is not to be confused with the orien
tation angle,u, of the body, although the two
are the same when the body axis is straight

bL imaginary part ofnL ; attenuation coefficient o
236 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 103 (1), January 1998 0001-4966/98/10
Lamb wave on elastic shelled sphere
bL8(`) attenuation coefficient of Lamb wave on fla

plate (a5`)
c sound speed
cL sound speed of Lamb wave
D center-to-center distance between bubbles
Da deviation in effective radius from mean radiu

of rough sphere
hL phase shift due to partial circumnavigatio

~i.e., path between6uL points! of Lamb waves
e j distance between the point of scatter and

zero phase reference plane~e j is negative for
points on the source/receiver side of zero pha
reference plane!

f scattering amplitude
f bs scattering amplitude in backscattering directi
FL factor, ranging in value from 0 to 1, to accou

for loss of Lamb wave due to discontinuity i
shell

g r2 /r1

gk ,gr material property parameters in DWBA formu
lation

GL coupling coefficient for combination of landin
and launching of Lamb waves on shell
2363(1)/236/18/$10.00 © 1998 Acoustical Society of America
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h c2 /c1

i A21 unless used as a summation index or s
script tok

k acoustic wave number (52p/l)
k compressibility
k i wave number vector of incident field
ks wave number vector of scattered field
L length of body
L̄ average length of body
l acoustic wavelength
m semi-empirical phase shift term for ray mod
nL complex root of denominator of modal serie

coefficient for fluid-filled elastic spherical she
FL phase shift of Lamb wave heuristically adde

for nonideal body
fM meridional angle
rc radius of curvature of longitudinal axis of un

formly bent cylinder
r mass density
rpos position vector of axis of deformed cylinder
r v position vector of volume
R12 plane wave/plane interface reflection coef

cient ~reflection off of medium ‘‘2’’ due to in-

INTRODUCTION

In the first part of this series of papers, laboratory d
showed that the scattering properties of zooplankton fr
different gross anatomical groups varied between the gro
~Stantonet al., 1997!. In this paper, the acoustic bounda
conditions inferred from that study are used to derive
proximate scattering models of single echoes from an in
vidual animal, the ping-to-ping variability of the echoes
the animal changes shape and orientation, as well as the
erage echo value. The models are compared with the lab
tory data.

The single ping data and variability analyses in this tw
part study are most revealing of the fundamental physic
the scattering processes and serve at least as a guide to
development of the models. In addition, those analyses
useful when examining resolved echoes in the field. T
analysis involving average echoes is less revealing of
fundamental scattering process, but is useful in modeling
volume reverberation in field surveys.

I. SCATTERING MODELS

A. Euphausiids „deformed fluid cylinder …

In Stantonet al. ~1998!, our analysis of data acquired i
at-sea laboratory studies indicated that there were typical
least two arrivals from the body of the animal. We hypo
esized that, near broadside incidence, there are two m
arrivals, one from the front interface of the body and t
other from the back interface~after the incident wave ha
traveled into the body! ~Fig. 1!. For a weakly scattering bod
~i.e., one in which the density and sound speed of the b
are close to that of the surrounding medium!, the wave that
travels into the body suffers little transmission loss at
237 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
-
cident beam in medium ‘‘1’’! @5(r2c2 /r1c1

21)/(r2c2 /r1c111)#
su ,sL standard deviation of angle of orientation an

length, respectively
s sL /L̄
s ^Da

2&1/2

(sbs)1 backscattering cross section of one bubble
(sbs)N backscattering cross section ofN-bubble array
TS target strength (510 logufbsu2)
T12,T21 transmission coefficients for transmission fro

medium ‘‘1’’ to ‘‘2’’ or ‘‘2’’ to ‘‘1,’’ respec-
tively @Ti j 52(r j cj /r ici)/„11(r j cj /r ici)…#

u angle of orientation of body relative to the d
rection of the incident wave~u50 corresponds
to broadside incidence!

uL launch/land angle for Lamb wave
v volume of body
z deviation of radius from mean radius of irregu

lar sphere at a given point on sphere
1,2 subscripts indicating medium ‘‘1’’~surround-

ing fluid! and medium ‘‘2’’ ~body medium!
^•••& average over ensemble of statistically indepe

dent samples
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front boundary. As a result, once reflected off the back int
face, it can be of comparable strength to that of the e
from the front interface. The strong regular interference p
terns of target strength versus frequency imply that the
waves are indeed of comparable strength and that the an
can be considered as a weakly scattering body. It was
hypothesized that for other orientations~or even irregular
shapes at broadside!, other parts of the body may also con
tribute significantly to the scattering, giving rise to six
more echoes from the body. As a result, many of the tar
strength versus frequency curves had an irregular structu

The scattering by this type of animal is quite complex
its shape resembles that of a deformed finite length cylind
a shape for which there is no exact analytical solution. T
choice of which approach to use in modeling the scatter
depends upon the application. If the emphasis is on the st
ture of the target strength versus frequency curves for in
vidual ping data, then enough detail of the boundaries m
be included so that the interference patterns can be pred
~at least qualitatively!. However, if only averages over man
pings and animals are of interest, then the structure of
interference pattern is reduced as a result of the average
a simpler model can be considered.

There has been much development to date on desc
tion of scattering by weakly scattering finite-length fluid cy
inders which involves a modal-series-based line integral~de-
formed cylinder formulation!, a ray summation~derivable
from surface integrals or Sommerfeld–Watson transform
tion imbedded in deformed cylinder formulation!, and a dis-
torted wave Born approximation~DWBA, a volume integral
which can be reduced to a line integral in this case! ~Stanton,
1988, 1989a, 1989b; Stantonet al., 1993a, 1993b, 1994a
1994b; Chuet al., 1992, 1993!. The DWBA approach has
been very useful in calculating~through numerical integra
237Stanton et al.: Several zooplankton scattering. II
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tion! average echoes from animals of arbitrary distributio
of sizes and orientation angles. The ray formulation has b
especially useful in both qualitatively illustrating the stru
ture of target strength versus frequency curves as wel
being easy to manipulate in deriving simple~yet accurate!
closed-form expressions for echoes averaged over a
strained set of distributions of size and orientation angle

The DWBA formulation is given in a general volum
integral form for backscattering in the farfield due to a fini
length body as~Morse and Ingard, 1968!

f bs5
k1

2

4p E E E
v
~gk2gr!e2i ~ki !2•rv dv, ~1!

where the material property parameters are expresse
terms of compressibility~k! and density~r! as

gk5~k22k1!/k1 , ~2!

gr5~r22r1!/r2 , ~3!

where medium ‘‘1’’ ~indicated by a subscript! is the sur-
rounding water and medium ‘‘2’’~also indicated by a sub
script! is the body of the animal. Also, the subscript ‘‘2’’ t
r in the denominator in Eq.~3! represents a correction to th
subscript ‘‘1’’ given in Chuet al. ~1993! and Stantonet al.
~1993b!. Given that these are weakly scattering bodies a
r2.r1 , the difference is negligible. The compressibility
written in terms of density and sound speed as

k5~rc2!21. ~4!

In this formulation, the material property terms are allow
to vary inside the volume. Note that this formula is the co
plex conjugate of the one presented in Morse and Ingard
is consistent with the phase shift convention ofe1 ikr for an
outgoing scattered wave. Also, in this ‘‘distorted wave’’ fo
mulation, the incident wave number in the exponent is eva
atedinsidethe medium@(k i)2#. That is, the wave number o
the wave traveling inside the body has a magnitudek2 .
There will be phase errors associated with this distor
wave formulation for conditions under which the incide
ray will pass through part of the body, into the surroundi
medium, and back into the body again~such as in the case o
end-on incidence for a bent cylinder!. Correction for the
phase shift for the path in the water can, in principle,
taken into account through piecewise integration. For an
ject whose cross section is circular at every point along
lengthwise axis~i.e., a deformed circular cylinder!, two di-
mensions of the integration~within a cross section at an a
bitrary point along the cylinder! can be performed analyti
cally, which reduces the formulation to a line integral:

f bs5
k1

4 E
rpos

~gk2gr!e2i ~ki !2•rpos

3a
J1~2k2a cosb tilt !

cosb tilt
udrposu, ~5!

where now the material properties are allowed to vary w
respect to position along the lengthwise axis, but restricte
remaining constant within each infinitesimally thin cross s
tion at any given point along that axis. In this equation,gk ,
238 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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gr , a, andb tilt can be functions ofrpos. The termJ1 is the
Bessel function of the first kind of order 1.

This DWBA-based deformed cylinder formulation is
similar in form to the modal-series-based deformed cylinder
formulation presented in Stanton~1989a!. The differences lie
in the fact that the DWBA is only accurate for weakly scat-
tering bodies while the modal-series-based solution can de
scribe a wide range of~axisymmetric! material profiles~elas-
tic shelled body, etc.!. However, the DWBA formulation, by
the nature of its volume integration, is accurate for all angles
of orientation, while the modal-series-based solution is only
accurate near broadside incidence because it uses moda
series coefficients from an infinitely long cylinder.

For a uniformly bent cylinder, the term in the exponent
(k i)2•rpos5k2rc(12cosbtilt ). Using udrposu5rcdb tilt gives
the integral expression

f bs5
k1rc

4
ei2k2rcE ~gk2gr!e2 i2k2rc cosb tilt

3
aJ1~2k2a cosb tilt !

cosb tilt
db tilt . ~6!

This expression is accurate for all angles of orientation
and arbitrary variability of the cross-sectional radius along
the length of the body~such as a tapered cylinder!. The cyl-
inder is bent in the plane containingk i . For broadside inci-
dence~i.e., the body is bent symmetrically away from the
echo sounder!, the integral is symmetrical aboutb tilt50. For
end-on incidence, the integral is symmetrical aboutb tilt

5p/2.
For broadside incidence, the integral can be performed

using the method of stationary phase,

FIG. 1. Zooplankton and corresponding illustrations of certain important
scattering components.
238Stanton et al.: Several zooplankton scattering. II
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f bs.
k1a

4&
~gk2gr!Arcl1J1~2k2a!eip/4, ~7!

where the condition 2k2rc„12cos(btilt )max…@1 was required
in order to use the method of stationary phase. This condi
requires the body to be bent enough so that many Fre
zones are present on it~this corresponds to having deflectio
of the end points much greater than an acoustic waveleng!.

Limiting expressions~with respect to wavelength! of the
scattering can be determined from both Eqs.~1! and ~7!. At
very low values ofka and wavelengths long enough so th
the bend does not affect the scattering, Eq.~1! can be evalu-
ated in the long wavelength limit. For shorter wavelengt
there are two other regions of scattering:~i! ka!1 with the
condition that the wavelength is short enough so that
benddoesaffect the scattering and~ii ! ka@1. For these latter
two cases, Eq.~7! can be evaluated by inserting the appr
priate limiting expression for the Bessel function. Using E
~1! and~7! as indicated above, the scattering limits for broa
side incidence are given by

f bs5
~k1a!2

4
L~gk2gr!,

ka!1 and 2krc„12cos~b tilt !max…!1, ~8!

f bs5
~k1a!2

4&
Arcl1~gk2gr!eip/4,

ka!1 and 2krc„12cos~b tilt !max…@1, ~9!

f bs5
Arca

4
~gk2gr!cosS 2k2a2

3

4
p Deip/4,

ka@1 and 2krc„12cos~b tilt !max…@1, ~10!

52
Arca

8
~gk2gr!e2 i2k1a~11 iei4k2a!

(ray form). ~11!

The approximationk2.k1.k was used, where appropriat
in the above equations. Typically, it is important to disti
guish betweenk1 and k2 in phase shift terms but not in
amplitude terms. Phase terms such as the exponent inei4k2a

greatly influence the position of the nulls in the targ
strength versus frequency curves. Equation~11! is equivalent
to Eq. ~10! and is written to illustrate arrivals from the fron
and back interface of the body~first and second term within
the parentheses, respectively!. For ka!1 andkL!1, Eq.~8!
applies for all angles of orientation.

While these limiting expressions at broadside inciden
are very useful, the orientation dependence of the scatte
~for all ka! generally must be determined through numeri
integration of Eq.~6!. Predicting volume scattering strength
due to aggregations of animals in the ocean involves num
cally calculating averages over angle of orientation and s
In this case, structure in the target strength versus freque
curves for single echoes from individuals will be greatly r
duced. The structure is quite sensitive to the precise s
shape, orientation, and material properties of the anim
239 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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Since this structure is greatly reduced or washed out in
average, these parameters do not need to be known as
rately for the predictions. However, when the structure of
curves of single resolved echoes is required for analysis,
boundary must be made more realistic, which tends to m
the problem more complex. It can be taken into account
ther by directly incorporating a complex, realistic bounda
into the integral in Eq.~1! or by direct summation of echoe
from various parts of the body. Use of Eq.~1! is far more
precise~providing that the actual boundary is known pr
cisely!; however, summation of echoes in an approxim
manner has utility as it can provide the statistical proper
of the echoes quite readily. Analytical manipulation of t
sum can also be done more readily than with the gen
integral formula.

A general high-frequency~geometric scattering region!
ray formula which adds an arbitrary number of (N) ‘‘glint’’
rays together to produce the total echo of the animal can
written as

f bs.(
j 51

N

bje
i2k1e j , ~12!

where the~complex! amplitude coefficientbj is given for
two common cases of spherical curvature as follows:

bj.
1
2R12a ~ facing interface, convex

from viewpoint of source/receiver!, ~13!

bj.2 1
2T12T21R21a

(back interface, concave from viewpoint

of source/receiver). ~14!

The phase shift of each ray due to the relative location
the interface from which it scatters is taken into account
the exponent wheree j is the deviation of the point of scatte
from a ~zero phase! reference plane that is normal to th
direction of the incident acoustic wave. The terme j is nega-
tive for points on the source/receiver side of the refere
plane. For a sphere whose center is on the zero phase p
e j52a and 1a for the front interface@Eq. ~13!# and back
interface@Eq. ~14!# cases, respectively. The reflection coe
ficients of the front and back interfaces have been taken
account inbj ~note thatR2152R12!. The plane tangent to
the middle of each curved section is perpendicular to
direction of incidence giving rise to the glint~i.e., the sec-
tions are broadside to the transducers!. For surfaces with
more complex curvature such as the side of a bent cylin
thenbj is more complex. For example, for a convex interfa
described in planes ‘‘~1!’’ and ‘‘ ~2!’’ by two local radii of
curvature (r j

(1) ,r j
(2)), a is replaced by (r j

(1)r j
(2))1/2 ~Gaun-

aurd, 1985!. The phase ofbj depends specifically upon th
curvature ~convex, concave, cylindrical, spherical, com
pound, etc.!. For example, the phase for the concave sph
cal surface isp as indicated by the minus sign in Eq.~14!.
The wave number is held fixed atk1 in this formulation for
simplicity. As a result, the position of the nulls in any T
versus frequency curve would be slightly in error. The si
plification does not significantly affect the results, especia
239Stanton et al.: Several zooplankton scattering. II
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when averages or statistics of random phase (2k1e j ) en-
sembles are analyzed.

This formula is written down heuristically based upo
various other formulations. Great success has been achi
with a two-ray formulation~Stantonet al., 1993a, 1993b! in
which the rays only from the front and back interfaces
broadside incidence are taken into account. In the two-
formulation, the local reflection and transmission coefficie
were taken into account as well as the phase shifts, radiu
curvature of the bent axis, and cylindrical radius of the cr
section. A six-ray model in which each local scatterer h
associated a random phase and unity amplitude was us
Stantonet al. ~1994b! to describe the statistical properties
the scattering by a decapod shrimp off broadside incide
~more than six rays gave the same statistical behavior of
echo envelope, so the summation was truncated to inc
only six rays!.

The two-ray version of Eq.~12! has experienced muc
development and use. In Stantonet al. ~1993a, 1993b!, an
approximate two-ray model was derived for all angles
incidence:

f bs.
1
2 ArcaR12e

2 i2k1aI 0e2aB~2urc /L !2
, ~15!

where

I 0512T12T21e
i4k2aeim~k1a!. ~16!

This expression for scattering amplitude was shown to
pend upon the radius of curvaturerc of the longitudinal axis
of the body, radiusa of the cross section of the body, refle
tion coefficient R12 of the front interface, lengthL, and
angle of orientationu. The width of the main lobe of the
scatter versus angle pattern based on this formula bes
more precise DWBA-based calculations when the param
aB50.8. In order for this ray solution to be valid for value
of k1a less than unity, the following phase shift term w
used~Stantonet al., 1993a!:

m~k1a!.
2~p/2!k1a

k1a10.4
. ~17!

As a result, the scattering amplitude is valid for valu
of k1a as low as 0.1. For orientations far away from broa
side incidence, more sophisticated models, such as
DWBA, must be used and evaluated numerically. Howev
the above equation for the scattering amplitude works w
for single echoes near broadside or can be used in accur
averaging over angle of orientation over a wide range
angles~the inaccuracies far from broadside incidence are
significant provided the average includes contributions fr
near broadside incidence where the scattering is the st
gest!.

The above expression for backscattering amplitude
be used to average the backscattering cross section ov
arbitrary range of length and angle of orientation provid
the average includes broadside incidence. A convenient
mula was derived in Stantonet al. ~1993b! for an average
over a narrow range of animal sizes:

^sbs&u,L /L̄25Ai j R12
2 ^uI 0u2&Lb21, ~18!
240 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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where L̄ is the mean of the narrow length distribution~and
narrow in this case means the width of the distribution
much less than the mean length!. For a narrow distribution,
^uI 0u2&L52$12exp@28(kās)2#cos(4kā1m)%, where s is the
standard deviation of length, normalized by the mean len
The termAi j was determined in that paper for all four com
binations of straight and bent cylinders, and Gaussian
uniform (022p) distributions of angle of orientation. For
bent cylinder whose angle of orientation is Gaussian dist
uted,Ai j is given as

Ai j 5TB
2CB

2/~16AaBsu!, ~19!

wheresu is the standard deviation of orientation distributio
~in radians!, andTB andCB are empirically determined pa
rameters from simulations using the DWBA~TB51, CB

51.2!.

B. Gastropods „deformed elastic-shelled sphere …

The backscatter data from gastropods presented in S
ton et al. ~1998! showed overall~high! echo levels consisten
with that of a dense and/or hard scatterer. Furthermore,
data indicate the possibility of an echo from part of the bo
traveling at a subsonic speed and then interfering with
echo from the front interface~Fig. 1!. These properties of the
echoes are consistent with the fact that the outer boundar
the animal is a dense, hard elastic shell made of arago
The subsonic wave is possibly a flexural Lamb wave t
circumnavigates the body at a subsonic speed before re
ing to the transducer~see, for example, Kargl and Marston
1989; Kaduchaket al., 1995!.

Modelling the scattering of sound by gastropods is
great challenge because of the complexity of the bound
The shell is irregular and contains a major discontinuity~the
opercular opening!. Our attempts~not shown! to model it as
an idealized spherical shell using the exact formulation
Goodman and Stern~1962! ~and taking into account differ-
ences between the interior tissue and surrounding fluid! were
unsuccessful, even as a first approximation. The ideali
sphere model produced resonances not seen in the
~some of the broader resonances remained even after av
ing over a distribution of sizes!. Therefore, a more realistic
model must be used. Rigorous treatment of this probl
would include numerical evaluation of the wave equati
~Jansson, 1993! or a sophisticated generalized ray theo
~Felsen and Lu, 1989; Ho and Felsen, 1990; Norris and
binsky, 1994; Ho, 1994; Yanget al., 1995; Rebinsky and
Norris, 1995, and Yanget al., 1996!.

In order to describe the scattering by such an irregu
body, we chose a~analytical! ray approach over a numerica
one because certain ray models can not only provide gre
insight into the physics of the scattering process, but can
be manipulated algebraically for other calculations. The
formulation in the case of the weakly scattering body d
scribed above@Eqs.~12!–~19!# involved rays scattering from
the front and back interfaces of the body. However, with
hard elastic shell of the gastropod, the incident ray can
penetrate the shell with much energy. In contrast,~circum-
ferential! shell waves are excited by the incident field a
travel around the shell, continuously shedding off ener
Some of this energy sheds or ‘‘leaks’’ back toward the sou
240Stanton et al.: Several zooplankton scattering. II
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source/receiver and will interfere with the ray that is r
flected off the front portion of the shell. As a result, th
scattering amplitude versus frequency plots have peaks
dips corresponding to the constructive and destructive in
ference, respectively.

Given the complexity of the problem of scattering by
irregular shell, we have found it convenient to begin with t
ray formulation for an idealized spherical shell, and th
heuristically modify the formulation to take into accou
roughness and discontinuities. The result is an approxim
formula that illustrates effects due to those features. We
gin with a ray formulation from Kargl and Marston~1989!
and summarized in Marstonet al. ~1990! and Marston
~1992!. It gives the usual decomposition of the scatter
wave into various components:

f bs. f spec1 f tw1 f Lamb1 f Franz, ~20!

where the f spec or specular term contains specularly ‘‘re
flected’’ echoes from the front interface, andf tw corresponds
to all internal refractions and reflections within the shell a
interior fluid. The termf Lamb contains the summation of th
m
o
v
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h
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d-
rn
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different classes of Lamb waves, antisymmetric and symm
ric of all order, each of which involves the superposition
all singly and multiply circumnavigated waves. The last te
is due to the Franz wave. The Lamb and Franz waves
both circumferential waves—the Lamb or ‘‘plate’’ wave
represent various classes of plate deformations that circ
navigate the body in a wavelike manner while continuou
leaking energy into the surrounding fluid. The Franz
‘‘creeping’’ waves travel along the boundary but within th
surrounding fluid.

Evaluation of each term in Eq.~20! is quite involved.
The backscattering data involving gastropods indicate
presence of two major echoes coming from each animal.
assume that one of the echoes is from the front interfac
the animal. The other echo has the strength and~subsonic!
speed consistent with that of Lamb waves under certain c
ditions. In order to model the scattering by those animals
for simplicity in the analysis, we retain only the~hypoth-
esized! dominant terms for the case of hard, dense spher
elastic shells,f specand f Lamb:
(21)
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where

hL52k1a@~c1 /cL!~p2uL!2cosuL#2p/2, ~22!

uL5sin21~c1 /cL!, ~23!

GL.8pbLc1 /cL , ~24!

and

cL /c1.k1a/~aL11/2!. ~25!

The two terms in the expression for the scattering a
plitude correspond to the scattering from the front portion
the shell and the lowest-order antisymmetric Lamb wa
~flexural wave! that circumnavigates the shellm times, re-
spectively@m50 corresponds to traveling around the sh
an amount 2(p2uL) radians,m51 corresponds to traveling
around the shell an amount 2(p2uL)12p, etc.# whereuL

is the angle at which the Lamb wave lands onto and launc
from the shell~for subsonic waves,uL5p/2!. The termhL is
a phase shift term corresponding to the phase shift incu
on the shell by them50 Lamb wave~this travel-path and
caustic-related phase is relative to the zero-phase refer
plane that contains the center of the sphere and is per
dicular to the direction of the incident wave!, GL is the com-
bined coupling coefficient for the conversion of the flui
borne sound into the Lamb wave and back into fluid-bo
sound,cL is the speed of the Lamb wave, andaL andbL are
the real and imaginary parts of the complex rootnL of the
denominator of the modal series coefficient~not shown! for a
-
f
e

l

es

d
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n-

e

fluid-filled spherical elastic shell~bL is the attenuation coef
ficient of the Lamb wave due to its continuous shedding
leaking of energy into the surrounding fluid! ~Marston,
1992!. Here, cL , aL , and bL are generally complicated
functions ofka.

The above expression describing the scattering b
shell is approximate as it only takes into account one clas
Lamb wave~other Lamb waves could quite readily be tak
into account by simply summing over other ‘‘L’’-type indi
ces, however the zeroth-order antisymmetric Lamb wa
tends to dominate the scattering for the low-to-moderate
ues of ka in our data sets and is the only wave being
cluded in this analysis~Kargl and Marston, 1989!. Further-
more, the thickness resonance is ignored. This resonan
due to the front ray penetrating the outer boundary of
shell and experiencing multiple internal reflections within t
shell material~for the hard shell of the gastropod, it is a
sumed that little energy penetrates the outer boundary!. For
similar reasons, internal refractions and reflections within
body interior are ignored. Exact values of the termsGL , cL ,
bL , andaL must be obtained through numerical evaluati
of the Sommerfeld–Watson transformation of the modal
ries solution and is beyond the scope of this present ana
~Kargl and Marston, 1989!.

As previously discussed, one major complication of t
modeling for the gastropod involves the fact that the body
not perfectly spherical but irregular. In order to estimate
fects of roughness on the scattering, the above approxim
241Stanton et al.: Several zooplankton scattering. II
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ray-based formulation is heuristically modified. The rad
of the body at a given point on the body is written as
stochastic parameter,

a5ā1z, ~26!

whereā is the mean radius andz is the random deviation o
the radius from the mean at a given point on the shell. T
Lamb wave will travel many different paths resembling m
ridional lines~not shown in the two-dimensional plot in Fig
1!. Because of the boundary deformations, the paths
randomly deviate from pure meridional lines. Each path w
experience variations in local radii of curvature resulting in
slightly different effective radiusā1Da for that path@where
the effective radius is the circumference~along a rough path!
divided by 2p#. The phase shift of the differential portion o
the Lamb wave that travels along a given path will va
depending upon the particular path taken.

In order to estimate the effects of roughness on the t
Lamb wave, we use Eq.~21! to heuristically write an ap-
proximate expression for the differential Lamb wave th
travels within a differential meridional angle:

d fLamb.2
1

2
GLae22~p2uL!bLeihL (

m50

`

~21!m

3e22pmbLei2pmk1ac1 /cL
dfM

2p
, ~27!

wherefM is the meridional angle. The total Lamb wave
calculated by integrating the above expression over all
ridional angles:

f Lamb52
1

2 E
0

2p

GLae22~p2uL!bLeihL

3 (
m50

`

~21!me22pmbLei2pmk1ac1 /cL
dfM

2p
, ~28!

where nowa is the effective radius, as defined abovea
5ā1Da), for a given meridional angle. Note that, given th
symmetry of the scattering geometry, only half of the ran
of angles contains a unique set of effective radii. For a p
fectly smooth ideal sphere, the integrand is constant w
respect to the meridional angle and the integral reduce
the Lamb wave component of Eq.~21!. If a is randomly
distributed over the 0–2p range of meridional angles, the
this integral is roughly equivalent to the ensemble aver
over the distribution ofDa :

f Lamb.K 2
1

2
GLae22~p2uL!bLeihL

3 (
m50

`

~21!me22pmbLei2pmk1ac1 /cLL . ~29!

This equivalency is analogous to the ergodic theorem wh
a temporal average of a quantity is equal~under certain con-
ditions! to the ensemble spatial average of that quan
~Skudrzyk, 1971!. In this analysis,fM replaces time. The
analogy to the ergodic theorem is not perfect as the temp
average in the theorem is taken over the limit of all tim
242 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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whereas the integral overfM involves a finite range offM .
Using the fact that the complex phase shift terms in t

average are more important in this average than the ran
~real! amplitude terms, only the random complex exponen
terms will be treated in this average~Stanton, 1992!. For
mathematical convenience and given the fact that many
dom natural processes tend to follow Gaussian statisticsDa

is assumed to be Gaussian distributed and the formula

^eigDa&5e2~1/2!g2s2
~30!

is used to obtain the following approximate expression:

f bs.
a

2
R12Fspece

2 i2k1a2
1

2
GLeiFLāe22~p2uL!bL

3ei2k1 ā @~c1 / c̄ L!~p2uL!2cosuL#2 ip/2FL

3 (
m50

`

~21!me22pmbLei2pmk1 āc1 / c̄ Le2~1/2!g2s2
,

~31!

where

g5k1$2@~c1 / c̄L!~p2uL!2cosuL#12pmc1 / c̄L

1Bk1ā @2~p2uL!12pm#%. ~32!

This formula takes into account dispersion of the Lam
wave by linearizing the dependence ofc1 /cL uponk1a over
the narrow range of values ofka as kā is fixed andDa is
varied. Herec1 /cL5c1 / c̄L1Bk1Da , wherec̄L is the value
of cL evaluated atkā. Dispersion of the flexural wave is
much stronger for lower values ofka ~e.g.,ka,20! than for
higher values~Kargl and Marston, 1989!. The angleuL stays
fixed atp/2 during the averaging providedcL remains sub-
sonic.

While the derivation of Eq.~31! was far from rigorous,
these results show that the Lamb wave term in the scatte
amplitude becomes attenuated due to the randomness o
phase of the various Lamb wavelets traveling around
irregular body. In addition to taking into account the ra
domness of the irregularities, three other terms were inc
porated heuristically:~1! the termFspecto take into account a
reduction of echo level from the front interface for orient
tions in which part or all of the opercular opening is facin
the echosounder~Fspec51 when the opening is facing awa
from the sounder, 0<Fspec,1 when part or all of the open
ing is facing the sounder!. ~2! The termFL takes into account
the fact that part of the Lamb wave does not travel beyo
the opening that it may encounter~FL50 when the opening
faces away from the echosounder and no Lamb waves
propagate beyond the opening, 0,FL<1 for other angles of
orientation!. This term must be determined strictly from ge
metrical arguments. Reflections of the Lamb wave off t
discontinuity are ignored.~3! Because of irregularities an
uncertainties in material properties, the termeiFL was in-
serted to account for any deviation in phase shift from t
predicted from an idealized theory. Thea in the first term
represents the local radius of curvature of the shell surf
seen by the acoustic source/receiver.
242Stanton et al.: Several zooplankton scattering. II
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C. Siphonophore „bubble plus tissue …

The backscatter data from siphonophores presente
Stantonet al. ~1998! indicated that the gas inclusion in th
pneumatophore dominated the overall average levels of
echoes. However, the tissue surrounding the gas somet
significantly contributed to the pattern of the target stren
versus frequency curves. The scattering amplitude can
written in terms of the separate contributions of the scat
ing from the two parts of the body~Fig. 1!:

f bs5 f bubble1 f tissue. ~33!

This formulation assumes that shadowing from ea
component does not significantly affect the scattering by
other. This is a reasonable assumption since the tissu
most likely a weakly scattering material and the incide
acoustic wave travels through it essentially unperturb
Since the gas inclusion is so small, the shadow region be
it is much smaller than the total volume of the tissue a
hence little of the scattering by the tissue will be affected

Prediction of the total echo from the siphonophore
quires evaluation of each of the above components of
scattered field. The following exact formula is used to cal
late the scattering by the pneumatophore:

f bubble5
2 i

k1
(

m50

`

~2m11!

3~21!mbm
~ f ! exact, all k1a. ~34!

This formula was taken directly from Anderson~1950!.
It is an exact expression for the scattering of sound by a fl
sphere~gas behaves acoustically as a fluid as it does
support shear waves!. The gas inclusion in siphonophore
may depart from being a perfect sphere, hence this equa
should be considered to be an approximation to the scatte
by the bubble. The termbm

( f ) is the modal series coefficien
for a fluid sphere.

Evaluation of the scattering by the tissue is a great ch
lenge. If one were to choose a simple boundary like a smo
bent cylinder, the statistical nature of the structure of
target strength versus frequency curve may not be accura
predicted. However, the boundary of the siphonophore
sometimes quite complex, and it may not be possible to p
duce a reasonable mathematical construction of the o
boundary. A general approach in estimating the scattering
the tissue would be to use the general volume integral of
DWBA. Adding that contribution to the one from the ga
gives the backscattering amplitude from the entire anima

~35!

where the terms of the integral are defined earlier in t
paper. This approach allows one to construct a comp
243 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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mathematical boundary describing the body of the sipho
phore and perform the integration directly. In order for t
statistics of the target strength versus frequency curve to
determined, the boundary must be randomly perturb
~changing shape and orientation, etc.! over an ensemble o
pings. Such a procedure, while rigorous, would be quite
dious.

Another approach to obtain echo statistics can invo
the heuristic ray formulation described earlier in this pap
With that approach, only the contributions from various m
jor scattering features of the body are included in a ray su
mation. A major feature in this context is defined as a fa
or facetlike part of the body that is broadside to the incid
beam~giving rise to ‘‘glint’’ !. This feature would scatter th
sound back toward the receiver with a level much grea
than that of a feature that is not broadside. With this r
approach, the echo from the whole animal is

f bs.2
i

k1
(

m50

`

~2m11!~21!mbm
~ f !1(

j 51

N

bje
i2k1e j .

~36!

There is great utility to this approach.Modal-series com-
ponent: This exact solution to a spherical bubble will predi
echo levels that are accurate for all values ofka. For the
siphonophores in which the gas dominates the average
level at all frequencies, use of the expression can prod
reasonable estimates of the average target strength o
siphonophores.Ray component: ~1! It is simple in form and
can be readily manipulated and evaluated.~2! For six or
more random-phase rays, the statistical nature or probab
density function ~PDF! of this ray component will be
Rayleigh–PDF-like. Once the ray component is added to
modal series component, the statistics of the envelope of
total echo will be Ricean. As a practical matter, it may
difficult to directly determine the values ofbj . If data are
available on a particular siphonophore, it is reasonable
adjust the values ofbj according to the observed contributio
from the tissue.

Analytical averaging of the predicted backscatteri
cross section from the siphonophore over a range of orie
tion angles, in general, involves many cross terms, an
would be more practical to perform the average numerica
However, at high enough frequencies where the length of
body is much greater than a wavelength, the energies f
the gas and tissue will add independently:

^sbs&5~sbs!bubble1^sbs& tissue, k1L@1. ~37!

There are no brackets around (sbs)bubble since the scat-
tering by the bubble is independent of orientation.

II. COMPARISON BETWEEN MODELS AND DATA

The above theoretical models are now compared w
laboratory scattering data from Stantonet al. ~1997! involv-
ing single pings, ping-to-ping variability of the echoes fro
individual animals, and averages of the echoes.

A. Single ping data

There was reasonable success in using the model
qualitatively predict the various classes of patterns of m
sured target strength versus frequency~Fig. 2!.
243Stanton et al.: Several zooplankton scattering. II
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Euphausiids.The regular pattern of TS versus frequenc
for the euphausiid can be described by the two-ray mod
~Fig. 2, left plot!. The positions of the peaks and dips~or
nulls! for this particular plot were satisfactorily described b
the model indicating that the pattern was most likely due
constructive and destructive interference between rays fr
the front and back interfaces of the animal near broadside
was not possible to make objective comparisons between
overall predicted echo levels and those observed as the

FIG. 2. Target strength versus frequency for individual echoes from a
phausiid, two different gastropods, and a siphonophore. Two-ray models
given in the~left! euphausiid and gastropod plots where the structure of t
data is regular. A one-ray model is used for the nearly flat gastropod cu
while the exact gas sphere model is used for the flat siphonophore cu
Thin curves are model predictions, thick curves are data. Description of
animals is given in Fig. 2 of Stantonet al. ~1998!. Simulation parameters
are a combination of measured values, values published for similar anim
or materials, semi-empirical model-based values, and values inferred fr
the data: euphausiid, left panel only: Eq.~15! used with u50, (g,h)
5(1.0357,1.0279) based on properties measured forEuphausia superba
~Foote, 1990 and Footeet al., 1990!, a51.9 mm~within range of measured
values, used for best fit to structure of plot!, rc /L52.2 ~consistent with
visual observations, used for best fit to overall levels of data!, L529 mm
~length, based on measurement, is ‘‘reduced’’ acoustic length since tail c
tributes so little to the scattering!; gastropod, left panel: Eq.~31! used with
R1250.84,a5ā50.63 mm~this is the radius of a sphere whose volume i
the same as the gastropod modeled as a 2-mm-long by 1-mm-wide pro
spheroid!, s5.025ā ~inferred from data!, bL50.002k1a ~the ka functional
dependence is based on the analytical Lamb-wave model and the coeffic
0.002 is based upon a fit to the data!, aL58k1a ~based on model!, FL5
2p/2 ~inferred from data! for the subsonic wave,uL5p/2 ~based on
model!, cL /c15k1ā/(aL10.5).1/8 ~this value was predicted theoretically
and observed!, FL51 ~inferred!, Fspec50.71 ~the R1250.84 is calculated
for the coefficient expected for a semi-infinite planar half-space of calc
where the published values for calciteg52.646 andh54.345~longitudinal
waves!, the inferred value ofFspec50.71 in essence ‘‘corrects’’ that value
down to 0.6!, also, the series was truncated to include only them50 term in
the Lamb wave series; gastropod, right panel: same as left panel excea
50.81 mm,Fspec51 andFL50 ~the inferred valueFL50 corresponds to
total loss of Lamb wave due to change in orientation, change ina from left
panel corresponds to the incident wave ‘‘seeing’’ a different radius of cu
vature at front of gastropod due to change in orientation!; siphonophore, left
panel only: Eq.~34! usinga50.35 mm~this is the radius of a sphere whose
volume is the same as the elongated gas bubble modeled as a 1.3-mm
by 0.5-mm-wide prolate spheroid!, (g,h)5(0.0012,0.22) which are pub-
lished values for air at one atmosphere pressure.
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cise orientation and shape of the animal was not kno
Here, the radius of curvature of the bent cylinder model w
fixed at a reasonable value (rc52.2L) that also resulted in a
best fit to the data and the orientation was assumed to
broadside for the modeling of the individual ping. Oth
echo data~not shown! from this animal showed the null
changing position and spacing~typically smaller spacing!
which indicates that changes in the orientation and shape
change the pattern. Adjustment of the relative phases of
rays in the two-ray model can account for this effect p
vided the pattern is periodic. For slight changes in phase,
adjustment corresponds to the~tapered! animal changing ori-
entation so that a different part of its cross section with
different thickness is in the first Fresnel zone of the acou
beam which dominates the scattering. Larger changes
correspond to the possibility of rays from other parts of t
body contributing to the echo.

This work with a freshly caught euphausiid is consiste
with the modeling performed on the decapod shrimp~Stan-
ton et al., 1993a! where the two-ray model was first deve
oped. In that work, the animals were oriented so that th
were nearly broadside to the incident field. The regular p
terns observed with the euphausiids reported in this m
recent work also correspond to nearly broadside inciden
Visual observation of the orientation of the animal used
Fig. 2 was made periodically with a viewing window an
indicated that the animal was generally near broads
throughout the experiment.

The irregular patterns in the euphausiid data observe
this study~Fig. 2, right plot! are similar to the ones observe
in Stantonet al. ~1994b! involving broadband insonification
of an obliquely oriented decapod shrimp. It was determin
in that analysis that the echo could be approximated from
statistical standpoint by as few as six randomized rays.
six rays were formulated with random phases and added
gether to form a random signal whose spectral characteris
are irregular. This type of signal is expected when the anim
is either not at broadside incidence or near broadside
with an irregular shape. With this random set of rays, co
parison of a single realization of the predicted echo with d
is not particularly useful, hence a prediction is not show
The statistical properties of the predictions and data are c
pared below.

Gastropods.The gastropod that exhibited a consiste
periodic pattern of TS versus frequency was best modeled
a two-ray model where one ray was from the front interfa
of the body and the other ray was due to a single (m50)
Lamb wave that traveled around the body once while ex
riencing roughness-induced attenuation~Fig. 2, left plot!.
The periodicity exhibited by the data is characteristic of t
dominant subsonic zeroth order antisymmetric Lamb wa
Initial application of the model with no roughness resulted
a pattern~not shown! that had the same periodicity as the o
measured, but with sharp peaks and nulls that did not
semble the data. Once roughness was incorporated, thm
.0 Lamb waves were attenuated to the point that they
not significantly contribute to the scattering. The result w
two terms dominating the expression, the echo from the fr
interface and a~roughness-induced! attenuated Lamb wave
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With roughness incorporated, the resultant pattern is m
smoothly varying like the data and exhibits the same peri
icity as that of the data. In the computations, the infin
Lamb wave series must be truncated at some point.
chose to truncate at them50 point ~i.e., to include only the
m50 wave! which further improved the fit to the data.

In contrast to the above gastropod whose particular
entation was apparently conducive to the Lamb wave tra
ing readily around the body, another gastropod was orien
in such a way so that the Lamb waves were appare
blocked~Fig. 2, right plot!. The resultant pattern is relativel
flat and was modeled simply by eliminating the Lamb wa
term in the model~i.e., by settingFL50!. It is hypothesized
in this case that the opening of the shell was facing in
direction that prevented the traveling of Lamb waves in pa
along the body that would have eventually shed toward
receiving transducer.

A major challenge in modeling the scattering by the g
tropods involved choice of material properties and associa
Lamb wave coupling coefficients and speed. The anim
bodies consist of aragonite. Since all critical material para
eters ~density, longitudinal sound speed, and shear so
speed! were not available for aragonite, we used publish
parameters associated with calcite, a very similar substa
The density and longitudinal speed were used directly
predicting the Rayleigh reflection coefficient. Given the d
ficulty of determining the Lamb wave parameters for a bo
of this complexity, we used certain values inferred from t
data. We also compared numerical calculations of La
wave parameters based on backscattering by an idea
spherical shell with the inferred values to test the validity
the hypothesis that the observed subsonic waves are in
the zeroth-order antisymmetric Lamb wave.

The shell of the gastropods used was approximatel
mm thick according to our measurements of shell thickn
of other similar-sized animals. We are uncertain as to
thickness of the shell within all parts of the body and assu
that layering of the spiral shell will cause the thickness
vary within a given shell. Because of the variation in thic
ness, it is expected that there would be deviation betw
predictions of Lamb wave parameters based upon an id
ized sphere and comparisons with the data.

Using the calcite material parameters, predictions
acoustic backscattering were made for individual water-fil
spherical shells and for individual tissue-filled shells, ea
for a variety of shell thickness~the thickness was held fixe
for a given simulation! ~Kaduchak, 1997!. The predictions
were based upon the Sommerfeld–Watson transformatio
the modal series solution. This transformation converts
modal series into a series of ray terms~specular ray, Lamb-
wave ray, etc.!. The tissue material properties were chosen
be the similar to those of weakly scattering fluidlike anim
~density and sound speed were set equal to 1.1 times th
the surrounding water! for lack of available information.

The idealized shell calculations show that for a 5-mm
thick shell andka in the range of 1–4, the speed of th
zeroth-order antisymmetric Lamb wave was roughly1

8 that of
the surrounding water. This value is the same as that wh
we observed in the measurements. For shells of 20-mm
245 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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thickness, the predicted value was about1
3 that of the sur-

rounding water, which is much greater than what we o
served. However, the predictions ofbL produce values of
about 0.005 for the 20-mm-thick shell forka51 and values
very close to zero for higherka and/or thinner shells. The
inferred value ofbL ~from the data! was about 0.002 once
roughness was taken into account~if roughness was no
taken into account, that inferred value would be smaller
not small enough to be consistent with a value predicted
5-mm-thick idealized shells!. Thus one inferred value (bL) is
consistent with predictions from a shell thicker than that
sociated with the predictions that were consistent with
other inferred value (cL). Nonetheless, both inferred value
involving data from the rough irregular animal shell of va
able thickness were consistent with the range of predicti
involving a range of~idealized! shell thickness close to tha
of the animal, which is perhaps the best one could exp
given the differences between the animal shell and the
alized spherical shell. These inferred values therefore ap
to be reasonably consistent with the hypothesis that the
sonic wave is the zeroth-order antisymmetric Lamb wave

Given the facts that the shell thickness is nonunifo
and that the observed subsonic wave had significant en
for values ofka greater than unity~which implies a nonzero
value of bL!, we used the values of the Lamb wave spe
and coupling coefficient that were inferred from the da
rather predicted from the idealized predictions.

Siphonophores.The nearly flat pattern exhibited in som
echoes by the siphonophore could be modelled by the si
bubble model~Fig. 2, left plot!. The single bubble alone wil
give a flat spectrum in this frequency range regardless
angle of orientation. Alternatively, the flat pattern could
modeled by the more general bubble-plus-tissue model
realizations in which the tissue does not contribute sign
cantly to the scattering. The irregular pattern~Fig. 2, right
plot! must be predicted by the model which includes both
gas and tissue. Because of the stochastic nature of the
tering by the tissue, it is not useful to make direct compa
sons between single realizations of the predicted and m
sured patterns. The statistics of the predicted and meas
echoes can be compared and are done so in the next se

B. Orientation dependence of echoes

Orientation of one of the euphausiids was digitized fro
the video camera data and compared with the echo le
that correspond to each video frame~Fig. 3!. Scattering pre-
dictions based upon the DWBA model using observed ori
tation data were also compared with the observed scatte
levels ~Fig. 3!.

The data illustrate that the echoes are generally hig
for broadside incidence than for end-on. There was also
nificant variability from ping-to-ping in the echo level. Be
cause of the variability and for direct comparisons, the sc
tering data, scattering predictions, and orientation data w
averaged over a running seven-ping interval~before the av-
eraging was performed the scattering predictions for a gi
ping were based on the observed instantaneous~i.e., not av-
eraged! orientation angle!. Also, the data and simulation
represent an average over the 350–600-kHz spectr
245Stanton et al.: Several zooplankton scattering. II
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FIG. 3. Average target strength data from an individual 36-mm-long euphausiid and predictions from 200 consecutive acoustic pings as anim
orientation@same animal as in Fig. 3 of Stantonet al. ~1998!#. Left plot: Measured and simulated acoustic backscattering. The measured scattering h
the measured noise~equivalent TS5281.5 dB! removed from it~removed on a linear scale first before logarithm is taken!. The simulations use a rough
tapered inhomogeneous cylinder model, based on the DWBA line integral given in Eq.~5!. Right plot: measured orientation angle of euphausiid averaged
seven-ping running average for smoothing purposes. Scattering and orientation data collected simultaneously for each ping. Predictions use sam~instanta-
neous, not averaged! orientation angle as measured for each corresponding ping although head-tail reversals are not distinguished for the near-
incidence data. Pings 10–30 and 60–70 involved near head-on incidence and pings 100–120 and 150–200 involved near broadside incidence~where the head
of the body was observed to be, on average, slightly farther from the transducers than the telson or ‘‘tail’’!. The measured and simulated backscattering lev
were averaged over a seven-ping window~a simple uniformly weighted seven-ping average for the data and a 30-realization Gaussian-distributed
based on the mean and standard deviation of angles over the seven pings used for the simulations!. The backscatter data and simulations were averaged
the 350–600-kHz band of frequencies~all averaging, over pings and frequencies, involved averages of backscattering cross-section before the logar
taken!. The measured noise and unwanted reverberation was reduced through first time-gating the compressed pulse output~Chu and Stanton, submitted! and
had~after processing! an equivalent average target strength of281.5 dB resulting in the worst case SNR of about 2.5 dB near ping number 70~near end-on
incidence!, but typically about 4 dB and better for other near end-on incidence values and better than about 11 dB for near broadside incidence. S
parameters:L530.5 mm~this measured quantity is the reduced or acoustic length that corresponds to the fact that the telson or ‘‘tail’’ of the euphau
not contribute substantially to the scattering!, mean cylindrical radiusā51.9 mm~inferred from measurement of length!, rc /L50.8 ~this is an intermediate
value within the range of values of the ratio as measured from the video images!, and the mean valuesḡ5h̄51.054. These values ofḡ and h̄ were adjusted
for a better fit to the data and are higher than the values in other simulations in this paper. The value ofrc /L, which is based on measurements, is lower th
that used in other simulations in this paper. The higher values ofg andh, in essence, offset the decrease in scattering levels due to the decrease inrc /L,
making this combination ofg, h, andrc /L somewhat compatible with the combinations used in other simulations. The values ofg andh varied indepen-
dently and randomly~Gaussian distributed! along the length of the body with a standard deviation of 0.005 over six segments of equal length. The v
radius varied independently and randomly~i.e., uncorrelated adjacent values, each following a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 10%
expected value! over 200 segments of equal length.
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which corresponds to the spectrum of useful energy of
transducers. Because of the low signal-to-noise ratio of so
of the echoes, the average measured noise level was
racted from the measured~noisy! echo levels which resulted
in a better representation of actual measured target stren

The scattering modeling for angles of orientation ne
broadside was relatively straightforward as the levels w
predictable using smooth homogeneous bent tapered c
ders. However, for angles near end-on, it was a signific
challenge to predict the echo levels. This fact, coupled w
the facts that~a! there was variability from ping to ping in
the echoes as the animal changed orientation slowly and~b!
the statistics of end-on echoes were consistent with ech
due to many parts of the bodies~Stantonet al., 1994b; Fig. 4
of this paper!, required a more complex shape and mate
profile to be used. As shown in Stanton~1992! and Stanton
and Chu~1992!, roughness of bounded bodies can cause
nificant variability in echoes and has been used to exp
ping-to-ping variability of tethered animals~Wiebe et al.,
1990!. Roughness elements of a target can be treated a
dividual scatterers. Once the target is at an oblique angl
the sonar transceiver and the main returns are not com
from the front and back interface, then these individual e
ments play a significant role in the scattering. It is qu
246 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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possible that the roughness elements are the source o
multiple ray echoes observed near end-on. Adding to
complexity of the problem is the possibility that the mater
property of the animals is not uniform throughout the bod
The inhomogeneities of the material properties could a
give rise to scattering levels near end-on.

Predictions using a smooth homogeneous cylin
model underestimated the scattering levels near end-on
dence. For the reasons given above, we used a more com
description of the animal morphology in order to describe
near end-on scattering levels. We used an elongated
drop tapering function much like that illustrated in Fig. 1
Stanton~1992! and incorporated both roughness and inh
mogeneities of material properties of the body. Given
lack of knowledge of the precise roughness and material p
file, we arbitrarily assigned 10% random variability to th
cross-sectional radius along the length of the body and 0
random variability to the mass density and sound sp
along the length of the body@the 0.5% variability corre-
sponds to about 10% of thedifferencebetween the~weakly
scattering! body material properties and that of the surroun
ing water#.

The actual roughness profile of the animals has bot
small smoothly varying component~dorsal side! and large
246Stanton et al.: Several zooplankton scattering. II
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rapidly varying component~ventral side which contains
legs!. For simplicity, an intermediate~10% of radius! rapidly
varying profile was used which involved statistically ind
pendent rapidly varying values of cross-sectional radius.
material property profile consisted of six statistically ind
pendent sections to represent the fact that there are a s
number of sections of the body of a euphausiid.

With these added complexities, we made predictions
acoustic scattering over the entire range of orientation an
~Fig. 3!. The predictions of backscattering with the rou
inhomogeneous bent tapered cylinder generally follow
pattern of the measured levels over the full range of orien
tion angles. Most importantly, the near-end-on levels co
be predicted by taking into account the added complexi
of the model~the predictions near broadside were not sign
cantly affected by taking into account the added comple
ties!. Although the modeling of the complexities was f
from ideal in this particular study, it is clear that the fin
scale complexities of the animal body must be included
order to predict near-end-on backscattering.

C. Statistics of echoes

The statistics of some sets of echoes are analyzed
one euphausiid and one siphonophore. The animals were
to change orientation throughout the measurements
many orientations and shapes were realized. However,
cause of the small size of the gastropods and nature of
tethering process, their movement was highly constrai
and a statistical analysis is less meaningful and not includ

1. Euphausiids

The statistical behavior of the echo envelopes of
scattered signal from the euphausiid was analyzed with b
the ray approach~Fig. 4! as well as with the DWBA ap-
proach ~Fig. 5!. The ray approach helps provide physic
insight into the scattering process, although the results
this type of approach tend to be qualitative. The DWB
based method, while more complex than the ray approac
also potentially more predictive. Given the significant diffe
ence in the variability of the echoes between the cases
volving broadside and end-on incidence, the analysis tr
each of those cases. We perform this statistical analysis
the data set presented in Fig. 3 in which the video data of
animal were used to measure animal orientation for eac
the echoes measured. Only the 560-kHz components o
broadband echoes were examined in this statistical s
~data and simulations!.

Ray approach.Depending upon the orientation informa
tion as well as pattern of target strength versus frequen
either the two-ray model or the six-ray model was used in
ray description~Fig. 4!. The two-ray model is used in th
case when the animal was generally near broadside du
the measurements, which resulted in a regular pattern
about 40% of the echoes. The six-ray model is used in
case when the animal was generally near end-on~head-on in
this case!, which resulted in an irregular pattern for abo
90% of the echoes. In the two-ray model, variations in o
entation angle and shape are taken into account by rando
and uniformly varying the cylindrical radius of the anim
247 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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over a range of values within630% of the average cylin-
drical radius~this distribution coincidentally corresponds to a
uniform distribution in phase difference between the two
rays over the 0–2p range at 560 kHz!. This randomization

FIG. 4. Echo envelope histograms of echoes from an individual 36-mm
long euphausiid from sets of pings in which the animal is either general
broadside or end-on to the incident acoustic wave~same animal as in Fig. 3
of Stantonet al. ~1998! and using subset of data presented in Fig. 3 of this
paper!. Acoustic frequency is the 560-kHz component of the broadban
echo. Two-ray (N52) and six-ray (N56) models are used in those cases,
respectively, using Eq.~12!. All bj for a given simulation@plots ~c! and~d!#
are of the same value. The horizontal scale of each of the four plots
normalized by the rms amplitude of the values plotted in plot~a!. The
end-on and broadside pings were selected from a fraction of pings within t
range of ping numbers 5–70 and 100–200, respectively. The mean~near!
end-on angle is measured to be 14.1° off head-on incidence (s.d.59.9°) and
the mean~near! broadside angle is measured to be 10.1° off broadside inc
dence~dorsal aspect! (s.d.55.1°) with the head of the body observed to be
slightly farther, on average, by about 10° from the transducers than t
telson or ‘‘tail.’’ Certain pings within those ranges were excluded; for ex
ample, pings near pings 40 and 140 were excluded where intermedia
angles were observed.

FIG. 5. Echo envelope histograms of simulated echoes from an individu
36-mm-long euphausiid using two DWBA-based models. The prediction
were based on the simulations performed in Fig. 3 using selected pings
broadside and end-on incidence. The rough and inhomogeneous model u
the 560-kHz component of the Fig. 3 simulations directly using the sam
broadside and end-on pings that were used in the data plots as in Fig. 4. T
smooth and homogeneous model used the 560-kHz component of simu
tions that were similar to those performed for Fig. 3, using the same broa
side and end-on pings that were used in the data plots in Fig. 4, but with
variability in radius ~except for the taper! or in material properties. The
simulations for these four plots excluded noise.
247Stanton et al.: Several zooplankton scattering. II
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takes into account the fact that the animal has a cro
sectional radius that varies along the length of the bo
When it changes orientation, a different part of the bo
~with a different radius! will make up the first Fresnel zon
of the scattering and dominate the scattering.

Both measured and predicted echo amplitude histogr
show marked differences between the two cases of an
orientation. The histograms for the data involving ne
broadside incidence show a more-or-less featureless pat
Those histograms can be explained, in part, by first exam
ing the model shown in the left plot of target strength vers
frequency in Fig. 2. For a two-ray model, one expects th
to be echo levels spanning the full range of values from
~total destructive interference! to twice the level of one ray
~constructive interference! with more values occurring nea
the maximum value. The corresponding histogram of e
envelope values based on the two-ray simulations takes
set of nearly uniformly distributed values up to the maximu
echo value which has a peaked histogram value. The
histogram is similar to the simulated pattern with differenc
at the high echo levels—the data do not show a peak in
histogram near the maximum echo value.

In contrast, the histograms for the case of end-on in
dence show a Rayleigh-like PDF with a distinct peak. T
data for end-on incidence here have a lower SNR than in
broadside case which adds a Rayleigh-distributed compo
to the echo. However, the~Rayleigh-like! variability of these
end-on incidence echoes are consistent with the variabilit
end-on incidence observed in an earlier experiment wit
similar elongated animal~decapod shrimp!, but with a higher
SNR ~Stantonet al., 1994b!. In order for the envelope of the
scattered signal to be Rayleigh distributed, the scatte
must be random and diffuse, which implies that there
echoes coming from many parts of the body that contrib
significantly to the total echo.

With both classes of animal orientation, the ray simu
tions predicted the general nature of the histograms inv
ing the euphausiids. In addition to the six-ray model a
being consistent with the end-on decapod shrimp data
associated ray modeling presented in Stantonet al. ~1994b!,
the two-ray model is also consistent with the broadside
capod shrimp data and ray modeling presented in Sta
et al. ~1993a, 1994b! confirming the earlier results for an
mals of this body form.

DWBA approach.In addition to the more qualitative
ray-based approach, we also investigated the statistica
ture of the echo with the more predictive DWBA metho
~Fig. 5!. Both a smooth homogeneous asymmetrically
pered bent cylinder as well as a rough inhomogeneous as
metrically tapered bent cylinder were used. The simulat
parameters for the latter case are identical to those use
the study of backscatter versus angle described in Fig
while using the orientations used in Fig. 4 for direct co
parison. The parameters for the smooth-homogeneous-m
simulations were identical to those of the roug
inhomogeneous-model case in every respect except for
fact that the mean values of the cylindrical radii and m
density and sound speed contrasts from the rough inhom
neous case were used rather than the stochastic values~the
248 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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radius still varied according to the same taper function!.
The DWBA-based simulations show that the variabil

of the echoes for angles of incidence near broadside for
rough inhomogeneous case is broadly similar to that of
smooth homogeneous case~left plots in Fig. 5!. The echo
envelope PDFs based on both sets of DWBA simulations
broadside incidence span a relatively wide range of e
values like the echo data PDF presented in the top left plo
Fig. 4. However, the data PDF has much less structure t
either of the sets of DWBA-based simulations.

The greatest differences between the DWBA-based
proaches involved end-on incidence. The mean value of
predictions for the smooth, homogeneous case was sig
cantly lower than the corresponding value for the rough,
homogeneous case~right plots in Fig. 5!. The difference in
mean level is consistent with the differences observed
tween the two different models averaged over the band
frequencies that were discussed above. Furthermore,
shapes of the two histograms in the end-on case are
different from each other. The shape of the PDF of the e
envelope data~top right plot in Fig. 4! is closer to the shape
predicted by the rough inhomogeneous model than that
dicted using the smooth homogeneous model, although t
are some distinct differences.

In conclusion, predictions of the echo envelope statis
appear to be relatively insensitive to the complexity of t
DWBA model ~rough inhomogeneous versus smooth hom
geneous! for the distribution of angles of incidence ne
broadside. The greatest sensitivity involved the case wh
the distribution of angles was near end-on incidence. H
the rough inhomogeneous model explained the ove
~mean! levels of the data much better than for the predictio
involving the smooth homogeneous model and it explain
the shape of the PDF data somewhat better. The impro
ments are due to the fact that there are elements both w
the body interior and on the surface that can contribute to
scattering. These elements are insignificant near broad
incidence as the echoes from the front and back interf
tend to dominate the scattering. However, off normal in
dence, the two rays do not contribute significantly to t
scattering and effects due to these other sources of scatt
dominate. The fact that these multiple elements domin
near end-on is consistent with the fact that a six-ray mode
required to describe the scattering in that region~Fig. 4!.

2. Siphonophores

In the case where the siphonophore was studied b
whole and without its pneumatophore, the measured e
envelope PDFs were markedly different~Stanton et al.,
1997, and Fig. 6 of this paper!. When comparing the predic
tions with the data, a model including both the gas contrib
tion ~one ray of constant phase! and tissue contribution~six
randomized rays! was used to describe the whole anim
while the six-ray model alone was used to describe the s
tering by the animal without its pneumatophore. The ph
of the gas ray was held constant while the phase of e
tissue ray was randomized uniformly over the range 0 top.
The use of six rays was chosen to describe the scatterin
the tissue because of the generally random shape and
248Stanton et al.: Several zooplankton scattering. II
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entation of the body which would tend to produce diffus
scattering at these high frequencies. As described above,
rays is a reasonable approximation for describing the sta
tics of a diffuse scatterer.

In order to further understand the statistics of the echo
and to determine the relative value of the rays, the Rice P
is used in this analysis. The Rice PDF was originally derive
in electrical signal theory to describe the envelope of a si
wave with added noise~Rice, 1954!. The PDF has since been
applied to various scattering problems where there may ex
a consistent echo with a highly variable one superimpos
~Clay and Heist, 1984; Stanton, 1984; Stanton and Ch
1992!. In the case of the siphonophore, the consistent ec
would correspond to the scattering by the gas and the va
able echo would correspond to the scattering by the tiss
Fits of the Rice PDF to the siphonophore data result in v
ues of the shape parametergRICE to be equal to 2 and 0 for
the whole animal and animal-less-gas data, respectively~Fig.
6!. In this contextgRICE is defined as the ratio of coheren
scattered energy to incoherent scattered energy. The valu
gRICE52 for the whole animal indicates that the incohere
energy is 1

3 of the total energy. The observed decrease
about 5 dB in echo energy when the gas inclusion was
off is consistent with this fraction„10 log(1/3).24.8 dB….
The value ofgRICE50 for the tissue-only case correspond
to the limiting case of the Rice PDF when it becomes
Rayleigh PDF~i.e., diffuse random-phase scattering with n
coherent component!, while thegRice52 case corresponds to

FIG. 6. Statistical study of echoes from an individual siphonophore bo
whole and with pneumatophore removed. Measured data~histograms in up-
per plots! are compared with simulation histograms~lower plots!. Rice PDF
curves are superimposed upon all histograms. Data taken directly from
6 of Stantonet al. ~1998!. Acoustic frequency is the 560-kHz component o
the broadband echo. The horizontal scale from each plot is normalized
the rms value of the values plotted in~a!. Rice PDF shape parameter: using
a (gRICE) notation similar to that~g! of Stanton and Chu~1992!, gRICE52
for both plots in left column andgRICE50 for both plots in right column
wheregRICE is the ratio of coherent to incoherent energy of the signal@this
gRICE and theg in Stanton and Chu~1992! are not to be confused with the
other g given explicitly in the text of this paper#. For gRICE50, the Rice
PDF reduces to the Rayleigh PDF. The simulations in the left plot used E
~12! inserted into each of the two terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~33!.
For the bubble,N51 ande j50, while for the tissue 2k1e j was randomized
in the range 0–2p andN56 ~six random rays from the tissue!. The energy
of each tissue ray was set equal to 0.083 of the energy from the gas ray t
consistent with the observedgRICE52. The simulations in the right plot use
the same ray summation as in the left plot, but now excluding the gas te
249 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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a more Gaussian-like PDF. For this latter, whole anim
case the relative strengths of the rays in the ray modeling
be estimated. The valuegRICE52 implies that the sum of the
energies of the six~tissue! rays is 0.5 times that of the simu
lated gas echo. By arbitrarily assigning equal strength
each tissue ray, then the energy of each tissue ray woul
0.083 times that of the energy of the gas ray.

Using the relative values for the ray strengths as e
mated above, there is reasonable qualitative agreemen
tween the ray simulations of echo envelope histograms
data ~Fig. 6!. Data involving the whole animal and corre
sponding simulations show the distribution of the echo en
lope to be Gaussian-like. Data and simulations involving
animal without the pneumatophore show the distributions
be Rayleigh-like. All histograms are consistent with t
Ricean PDF for differentgRICE. As discussed in Stanton
et al. ~1997!, this variability in shape of echo histogram fo
the animal with and without the gas is consistent with t
hypothesis that the gas produces a strong consistent re
The tissue at these high acoustic frequencies produce
highly variable return, indicating that there are interferi
echoes coming from various parts of the tissue.

D. Averaged echoes

The backscattering cross sections from individual a
mals were averaged over a large number of pings and c
pared with the appropriate models on a decibel scale~Fig. 7!.
Data used are from a larger range of acoustic frequen
than with the single ping analyses.

The averaging has the general effect of smoothing
most of the structure of the scattering. Some structure
mains in the euphausiid data where there is a dip and pea
500 and 600 kHz, respectively. The structure in the sipho
phore data quite expectedly disappeared as the echo from
gas should be relatively strong, featureless, and stable w
the structure from the echo due to the tissue should be
dom with no consistent structure. The structure in the gas
pod data mostly disappeared, possibly due to the variab
in path length of the Lamb wave~and hence variability in
structure! as the animal changed orientation.

Two models for the euphausiids were used in t
predictions—both the more precise DWBA model nume
cally averaged over orientation and size and the two-r
based model analytically averaged over orientation and s
The size averages correspond to the fact that the anim
tapered and the part of the cross section that dominates
scattering depends upon orientation angle. Consequently
section dominating the scattering for a given ping varies
diameter from ping to ping which results in an effectiv
change in animal size. The average over a small rang
length is equivalent to an average over a small range of
dius in this case. The rough elastic shell ray model, num
cally averaged over size, was used for the gastropods.
sum of the backscattering cross section using the e
modal series solution for a gas bubble and the cross sec
based on the analytically averaged bent fluid cylinder~ray!
model for the tissue was used to model the scattering by
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~whole! siphonophore. The data and model for the sipho
phore both indicate a rise in the levels for lower frequenc
as the gas approaches resonance. The model predicts a
nance for this animal at about 4.6 kHz.

FIG. 7. Target strength versus frequency averaged over many echoes
euphausiid, gastropod, and siphonophore~cross section averaged befor
logarithm was taken!. Both two-ray~dashed! and DWBA ~solid! fluid cyl-
inder models given in euphausiid plot, two-ray rough elastic shell mo
used for gastropod plot, and hybrid model of fluid bent cylinder contain
gas sphere used for siphonophore plot. Thin smoothly varying cur
~dashed and solid! are predictions, thick irregular curves are data fro
broadband transducers, and ‘‘1’’ are data from single frequency transduc
ers. Predictions using the euphausiid curves with similar parameters
successfully predicted scattering levels down into the Rayleigh scatte
region at 50 kHz with decapod shrimp~Stantonet al., 1993b!. Predictions
similar to the siphonophore curve~but with two gas spheres to model spl
gas inclusions! follow the increase in levels near the resonance region as
down as 50 kHz~Fig. A4 of this paper!. Plot parameters:~a! euphausiid:
same~individual! animal as in Fig. 2 of this paper, data averaged over fi
50 pings of data from each transducer; Eq.~18! used for~analytically aver-
aged! ray model using the same~g, h! simulation parameters as in Fig.
andL529 ~measured reduced length!, a51.75 mm~average value of mea-
sured radius at mid point in body, averaged between widthwise and de
wise directions!, s50.08~estimated!, su510° ~inferred!, and the parameters
(CB ,TB ,aB)5(1.2,1,0.8) were previously determined through compa
sons with DWBA predictions~Stantonet al., 1993b!; an equation equivalent
to Eq. ~6! ~but written in Cartesian coordinates! is used in~smooth, homo-
geneous! DWBA modeling @u f bsu2 in Eq. ~6! was numerically averaged us
ing above parameters~where appropriate! plus rc /L53 and a tapering
functiona5a0A12„z/(L/2)…10 is used wherea0 is the radius in the middle
of the body andz is the position along the axis of the body relative to th
(z50) mid-point of the body#. ~b! Gastropod: averaged data from 50 ping
each from eight individual~one at a time! Limacina retroversa. All animals
were in the range 1.8–2.0 mm long. Numerical average of square of m
nitude of Eq. ~31! with the same parameters as given in Fig. 2 capti
except for the inferred valuesFL5p, FL51, ands50.06ā. The average
spannedā63 s.d. where s.d.50.1ā ~it is expected in this case for certain
parameters with the average echo model to be different than those o
single echo model because for one realization, the ping will only ‘‘see’’
front interface from one angle which has a fixed radius of curvature
related Lamb waves will only experience a certain range of radii wher
averaging over orientation involves the full range of values.~c! Siphono-
phore: one individualNanomia Cara26 mm long with only one gas inclu-
sion 1.5 mm long by 1 mm wide@same siphonophore as used in Fig. 7
Stantonet al. ~1997!#. Here, 200 pings per frequency were averaged exc
for the 120-kHz measurements where only 10 pings were averaged. E
tion ~37! was used with modal series solution@Eq. ~34!# used for bubble
component and averaged two-ray model@Eq. ~18!# for tissue component.
Model parameters are, gas:asphere50.425 mm based on measurement
bulbus side of gas inclusion facing the transducers, (g,h)5(0.0012,0.22)
based on published values for air at one atmosphere pressure. Ti
acyl50.6 mm andL522 mm ~both based on direct measurements of tiss
section of body!, g5h51.02~chosen to be consistent with those paramet
of other weakly scattering bodies!, (CB ,TB ,aB)5(1.2,1,0.8) which were
previously determined through comparisons with DWBA predictions~Stan-
ton et al., 1993b!, su50.15 rad~inferred!, ands51.0 ~this high length vari-
ability corresponds equivalently to the high variability in effective cros
sectional radius of the body,acyl is considered to be an effective radiu
because of the complex structure of the tissue section!. The inclusion of the
tissue scattering term adjusted the predictions at the highest freque
upward by about 1.5 dB, making the predictions more in line with the da
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III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The scattering properties of zooplankton from vario
gross anatomical groups have been shown to be stro
dependent upon the material properties of the animals.
fluidlike euphausiids, hard-shelled gastropods, and g
bearing siphonophores all have distinctly different acous
signatures. Mathematical models were used to relate the
natures to the basic physics of the scattering process.

The plots of ~single ping! target strength versus fre
quency for individual euphausiids showed significant str
ture, regardless of orientation of the animals. The structur
sometimes regular for angles of orientation near broads
incidence, while it is random for all other angles. The type
structure for the gastropods varied dramatically with angle
orientation. For some angles, the structure was quite reg
with pronounced peaks and nulls, while at others the pat
was more random. For some sets of angles, the pattern
nearly flat with random fluctuations of minimal amplitud
The siphonophores produced patterns that were somet
nearly flat and sometimes irregular. Once the data were
eraged over a set of pings, the structure of the target stre
patterns tended to wash away. In some cases, there was
structure that would remain. For example, there is struct
in the upper frequency range of the data for both the
phausiid and gastropod data in Fig. 7. However, the pat
of the residual structure varies with ping set. Other e
phausiid data~not shown! have a different pattern of residua
structure while other averaged gastropod data~Fig. 4 of
Stantonet al., 1998! show no structure. No doubt, the orien
tation distribution of the animals for each ping set grea
affects the structure of the averaged data.

The greatest challenge in the modeling involved iden
fying the dominant scattering mechanisms and formulat
reliable approximate formulas. Up to several models per a
mal were derived, depending upon the application and
proximation used. The structure of both the target stren
versus frequency data as well as compressed pulse outpu
single echoes provided most of the basis for the model
velopment. The two-ray model~one ray from the front inter-
face and one from the back! for the euphausiid seems t
work well for orientations near broadside incidence and
averages over angle of orientation while more rays~corre-
sponding to other parts of the body! are required for single
ping data far off broadside. A predictive model incorporati
roughness and material property inhomogeneities was
shown to describe scattering off broadside. A two-ray mo
is also required to model the gastropod in the geometric s
tering region where one of the rays is from the front interfa
and the other is due to excitation of a Lamb wave on
shell. The siphonophore was characterized by the sum o
exact single bubble solution which was used to describe
scattering by its gas inclusion plus a model~DWBA or ray!
for the tissue.

In conclusion, as a result of conducting controlled lab
ratory measurements, the fundamental scattering prope
of zooplankton from several gross anatomical groups h
been determined. This served as the basis for develo
approximate acoustic scattering models which are predic
in nature. That is, they are written in a general enough fo
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so that they can make predictions beyond the existing se
data and be used to describe scattering by other spe
within those groups. The models are limited, in part, by
amount of available scattering data. For example, direct m
surements of the material properties of the animals nee
be made to reduce the number of empirical parameters in
modeling. Certainly, more controlled experiments and
phisticated models will help improve the accuracy and ra
of usefulness of the existing models.
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APPENDIX. EFFECTS OF FRAGMENTATION OF GAS
INCLUSION OF SIPHONOPHORE ON ACOUSTIC
PROPERTIES

One challenge in the experiment involved maintaini
the physical integrity of the siphonophores so that their m
phology during the acoustic experiment represented its m
phology in its natural environment. Some of the siphon
phores were observed to have contained several
inclusions. It is believed that during the netting procedure
which the animals were caught by the net at deep depths
raised to the surface, the gas inclusion of the siphonoph
split into an array of smaller bubbles. The resultant scatte
properties were dramatically different than that of an anim
with a single inclusion. In this Appendix, the array of smal
inclusions is modeled to a first approximation as a lin
array ofN equally spaced bubbles~Fig. A1!. Scattering pre-
dictions based on this model are compared with data inv
ing a siphonophore whose gas remained fragmented du
the acoustic experiment.

The backscattering from a linear array ofN equally
spaced bubbles at an arbitrary angle of orientationu is writ-
ten in terms of the backscattering amplitudef 1 of a single
bubble as

f N5 f 1(
j 51

N

e2 i2~ j 21!k1D sin u, ~A1!

where D is the center-to-center separation between
bubbles. This equation was adapted from Eq.~12! by setting
bj5 f 1 ande j52( j 21)D sin u. The relative phase of eac
scatterer due to its respective position in the array is in
cated in the summand. This equation is approximate a
251 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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assumes first-order scattering only. That is, any multi
scattering between the bubbles is ignored, as are any s
owing effects.

The average scattering cross section can be derived
first calculating the square of the magnitude of the abo
expression, then averaging over all angles of orientation
suming that the angles are uniformly distributed over
range 0–2p. The resultant expression can be written in co
pact form as

^~sbs!N&5~sbs!1A, ~A2!

where

A5(
j 51

N

(
j 851

N

J0„2~ j 82 j !k1D… ~A3!

5N1(
j 51

N

(
j 851

N

J0„2~ j 82 j !k1D…, j Þ j 8. ~A4!

Here, (sbs)15u f 1u2 and J0 is the zeroth-order Bessel func
tion. The latter expression forA is given as it helps show its
limiting values:

A→ HN2, 2~N21!k1D!1,
N, 2k1D@1.

~A5!

~A6!

For very high frequencies where 2k1D@1, the echoes
from the individual bubbles add incoherently~i.e., the phases
of the echoes from the individual bubbles are randomly d
tributed over the range 0–2p! and the average backscatterin
cross section is equal toN times the cross section (sbs)1 of
an individual bubble. For very low frequencies where 2(N
21)k1D!1, the echoes from the individual bubbles add c
herently~i.e., the phases of these echoes are essentially
same! and the average cross section is equal toN2 times the
cross section of an individual bubble. For intermediate v
ues of frequencies,A will take on a much more complicate
dependence upon the parameters of the array as given in
general equation above.

For one or two bubbles,A reduces to simple forms:

A51, N51, ~A7!

A52„11J0~2k1D !…, N52, ~A8!

where for one bubble,A is simply equal to unity~i.e., the
average cross section is equal to the cross section of a s
bubble, as expected!, and for two bubbles,A is equal to the
sum of two terms. For low frequencies, the Bessel funct
term in the two-bubble expression becomes equal to u
makingA54 ~i.e., coherent addition!, while at high frequen-
cies, the Bessel function approaches zero andA52 ~i.e.,
incoherent addition!.

The scattering by the siphonophores whose gas inclu
remained fragmented was characterized by a target stre
versus frequency pattern that contains significant struc
~Fig. A2!. The pattern was irregular and consisted of one
more peaks and dips~or nulls! that varied in position and
level from ping to ping. Occasionally, the animals that pr
duced this type of pattern would produce a flat pattern. I
hypothesized that the irregular pattern is due, in part, to
terference between the echoes from the different gas in
251Stanton et al.: Several zooplankton scattering. II
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sions from each animal. Tissue, of course, plays a role in t
interference pattern as well. The pattern, when dominated
multiple bubbles, would vary as the animal changed orient
tion and would be flat or nearly so when the axis of the arra
of inclusions is perpendicular or nearly so to the direction o
incidence of the incoming signal.

While there were two to nine inclusions in any given
siphonophore with a fragmented gas bubble, some we
larger than others. After modeling the scattered signals, t
best fits were obtained by assuming that two of the bubbl
dominated the scattering~i.e., settingN52!. This approach
was successful both modeling the single ping data~Fig. A3!
and average echo data~Fig. A4!. Since the orientation of the
animal was not known for any given ping, the angle of ori
entation in the modeling of the single ping data was arb
trarily varied to move the position of the null and obtain a
good fit to the data. Of course, for the average echo mod
ing, averages were calculated over all angles of orientatio

The average echo is shown to increase with decreas
frequency, an effect that is due to a combination of effec
from both scattering by each individual bubble and the co
herent addition of the scattering by the two bubbles withi
the animals at the lower frequencies~Fig. A4!. Furthermore,

FIG. A1. Simplified scattering geometry for array of gas inclusions i
siphonophore.

FIG. A2. Frequency spectrum~TS versus frequency! for four sequential
echoes from a 24-mm-long siphonophore whose gas inclusion remain
fragmented during the acoustics experiment. Throughout the experimen
had two main bubbles each measuring about 1 mm in diameter with seve
smaller bubbles 0.5 mm in diameter and smaller. The pattern contained
least one null or dip for a significant fraction of the pings.
252 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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the deep nulls exhibited by those animals on a ping-by-ping
basis were generally washed out during the averaging pro
cess, although some structure remained in this case.

To summarize, as a result of the net sampling process
the gas inclusions of some siphonophores apparently frag
mented into multiple smaller inclusions~ranging from two to
nine!. The resultant scattering behavior of these animals wa
characterized by a very irregular pattern in single ping data
which is in sharp contrast to a much smoother one observe

ed
, it
ral
at

FIG. A3. Comparison between two-bubble model~thin curve! and single
ping data~thick curve! from siphonophore whose gas inclusion remained
fragmented throughout the experiment~animal described in Fig. A2 cap-
tion!. Equation~A1! was used using Eq.~34! for f 1 andN52, a50.7 mm
~slightly above measured value, adjusted for best fit!, g50.0012, andh
50.22. HereD sinu was adjusted arbitrarily to fit the location of the null
~orientation is not known!.

FIG. A4. Comparison between two-bubble model and 50-ping average o
data from siphonophore whose gas inclusion remained fragmented throug
out the experiment. Animal described in Fig. A2 caption. Equation~A2!
used with the same~inclusion! radius of 0.7 mm used in this two-bubble
simulation as in Fig. A3. In addition, a center-to-center separation,D, of
1.40 mm was required for a good fit. This should be compared with the 2.65
mm ~before experiment! to 0.95 mm~after experiment! range of separations
the animal experienced during the experiment. Thin curve is from predic
tions, thick irregular curve from broadband transducers, and ‘‘1’’ data from
single frequency transducers.
252Stanton et al.: Several zooplankton scattering. II
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with some data with animals that contained only a sin
inclusion during the measurements. While the pattern
smoothed out once averaged over many pings, the resu
average level should be generally higher than that from
single gas inclusion of the same volume. For example, fo
split of a single 1-mm-diam bubble into two bubbles, t
increase in level averages about 1 dB at 200 kHz ove
range of separations.
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